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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a silicon probe designed with 

three polysilicon resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) 
for heart temperature sensing in open-heart surgery. Via 
an integrated SU-8/Cu flexible ribbon cable for signal 
transmission to the instrument reader outside human 
body, the probe with a 40° tip angle can provide ~0.9°C 
sensing accuracy and sustain a 4N buckling load large 
enough for the probe to easily penetrate pig’s 
myocardium.  The device characteristics have shown the 
potential for clinical heart temperature sensing 
applications 
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INTRODUCTION 

In open heart surgery, human body is generally under 
extracorporeal circulation and its heart is kept at a low 
temperature range from 15 to 30°C by ice for protecting 
itself from myocardial necrosis [1, 2]. If the heart 
temperature rises up, cold blood cardioplegia solution 
must be perfused into the heart for cooling.  Since the 
heart surface is cooled by a mixture of ice and water 
during the extracorporeal circulation, a temperature 
gradient must be formed within the myocardium and the 
inner temperature of the myocardium would be higher.  
In general, the esophagus temperature detected by an 
esophageal temperature probe is regarded as the heart 
temperature [3] which cannot be measured directly 
during the surgery.  Thus, the temperature cannot 
correctly represent the real heart temperature, especially 
the temperature at the inner part of myocardium, and it 
could increase patient’s risk for having myocardial 
necrosis during the surgery.  In order to reduce the risk 
by monitoring the heart conditions more conscientiously, 
it is required to develop a probe which can accurately 
and simultaneously measure the temperature at different 
locations in the myocardium.   

In-vivo micromachined silicon probes have been 
developed for neural signal measurement and stimulation 
for many years [4, 5].  The probes can have a variety of 
superior characteristics including good mechanical 
strength and biocompatibility, minute tissue damage and 
easy integration with sensors, practical for biomedical 
signal measurement and disease therapy.  Meanwhile, 
polysilicon is a common structural material in MEMS 
fabrication and has a characteristic of linear dependence 

of electrical resistivity on ambient temperature. 
According to the previous study [6], the temperature 
coefficient of resistance (TCR) of B+-doped polysilicon is 
a constant in the temperature range from 25 to 150°C 
indicating that the material itself is a good candidate for 
the RTD-based temperature sensing.  On the other hand, 
most of the biomedical probes are hand-operated only 
for laboratory use so far, though they have been 
developed for many years.  The connection between the 
probe and its electrical feedthroughs is normally 
regarded as a critical technical issue [7, 8] owing to the 
necessity of flexibility for in-situ operation.  In the work, 
we will present a silicon micromachined probe with 
three polysilicon resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) 
and a flexible ribbon designed for the first time with the 
capability to detect the temperature at shallow, middle, 
and deep sites of myocardium, respectively, as shown in 
Fig. 1 [9].  Three temperature sensing structures are 
deployed at the designated locations on a micromachined 
silicon probe which will be inserted in the right or left 
ventricular anterior wall for fixed-point temperature 
sensing.  Detected signals are transmitted from in-situ to 
outside environment using a SU-8/Cu flexible ribbon 
cable bonded with the probe. 
 
PROBE DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
Probe and Ribbon Cable Design  

A 1.7cm long, 300μm wide temperature probe is 
designed with a needle-type structure ended with a 
cushion pad support for penetrating human hearts as 

Figure 1: Scheme of a silicon probe integrated with 
temperature sensors and flexible ribbon penetrating into the 
left ventricular anterior wall. Three circular sensors measure 
temperatures with varied depths and the flexible ribbon can 
transmit signals to outside measurement instruments. [9] 
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shown in Fig. 2.  Three four-point resistance 
measurement structures with the shape of Cretan-
labyrinth-circular which is designed to provide a better 
signal to noise ratio are utilized as the RTDs and 
deployed at the specific sites on the probe for 
myocardium temperature sensing.  The cushion pad is 
designed for two purposes: one is to ensure doctors 
steadily handle the probe by clamping and the other is to 
be the bonding region for electrically and mechanically 
joining with the aforementioned flexible cable. The 
probe is fabricated on a 250μm-thick wafer using a KOH 
anisotropic etching process similar to Chen’s work [4].  
To ensure that the probe can penetrate myocardium 
without bending, the etching mask is designed as shown 
in Fig. 3.  According to the simulation by IntelliSuite 
software, the mask with the design of an isosceles 
triangle with a 100μm base line and a 250μm height (Fig. 
3(a)) can form a silicon needle tip after the KOH 
anisotropic etching.  Fig. 3 (b) and (c) shows the top and 
side views of the etched silicon needle, respectively.  
The upper and lower included angle of the tip are ~45° 
and 85° while the vertical angle is considerably sharp 
with an inclination of 35°.  

According to the previous study [10], the maximum 
load, P, required to buckle a two-end-fixed probe shank 
can be calculated as follows: 
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where E is silicon’s elastic modulus (Young‘s modulus), 
W is the shank width, t is the thickness and L is the shank 
length. Thus, the buckling load for the designed 250μm-
thick, 300μm-wide, and 1.7cm-long silicon probe shank 
is estimated about 4N indicating the shank can sustain at 
least ~5MPa compressive stress before buckling failure.  
Since the ultimate strength of bovine myocardium is 
only 0.04MPa [11], the probe shank with the tip design 
is mechanically strong enough for the heart surgery 

application.   
For the sake of large actuation displacement, low 

driving voltage, small form factor…and so on, structures 
like serpentine spring and spiral spring, have been 
widely used in MEMS sensors and actuators designs to 
replace straight line structure as a result of a lower 
stiffness.  Previously, we have demonstrated a flexible 
interconnecting scheme with a wafer-level process to 
fabricate a SU-8 flexible ribbon cable for biomedical 
microsystem interconnection [12].  SU-8 is chosen as the 
material for flexible ribbon cable fabrication owing to 
the superior characteristics of photo-patternable and 
good chemical stability and biocompatibility.  Thus, an 
SU-8 ribbon designed with a spiral shape is utilized as 
the interconnection in this case not only for providing a 
proper electrical connection between the probe and the 
outside measurement instruments but also for having a 
less stress built on the joint between the probe and cable 
itself, while it is stretched.   

For the case of a 1.5-turn spiral spring consisting of 
two semicircular beams, the spring constant, kspiral , can 
be calculated as follows [13]:  
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where E, G, I, J, L and R1 and R2 are Young's modulus, 
shear modulus, moment of inertia, polar moment of 
inertia, length of cantilever beam, and average radius of 
the first and second semicircular beams, respectively.  
Since the Young's modulus and shear modulus of SU-8 
are 4.02 and 2.05GPa, respectively, the spring constant 
of the spiral spring can have more than ~70% reduction 
in comparison with that of a simple cantilever beam with 
a length of 2R2.  Obviously, the spiral spring structure 
can exhibit a lower stiffness than the cantilever beam, 
which makes itself suitable for the flexible cable 
application. 

 
Fabrication Process 

Figure 3:  Illustrations of (a) the mask design of probe tip
for tip shape compensation and (b) top view and (c) side
view of IntelliSuite simulated tip structure. 
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Figure 2: Design of the proposed Si probe with three
temperature sensors. 

Figure 4: .Fabrication process of the temperature probe (a) 
the Si probe tip and (b) the circular temperature sensor and 
optical photos of (c) as-fabricated Si probes inserted into a 
pig’s heart  and (d) the released probe integrated with a short 
SU-8 ribbon cable.
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Fig. 4 shows the fabrication process of the 
temperature probe.  A p-type silicon wafer is deposited 
with a stress-balanced dielectric layer which is 3500Å 
thermal oxide/1500Å LPCVD nitride/2500Å PECVD 
TEOS (Fig. 4(a)). LPCVD polysilicon is then deposited 
with a thickness of 5000Å followed by ion-implantation 
of B+ with the dose of 5×1015 cm-2 which is annealed by 
RTA  for 30s@1000°C to get a highly doped polysilicon 
film (Fig. 4(b)). This film is patterned and etched by RIE 
process to define the sensors, the leads and the bonding 
pads which are 10μm-in-width, 15μm-in-width and 
100μm x 100μm respectively as shown in Fig. 2. A 
2500Å oxide/1500Å nitride layer is then deposited to 
protect the sensors and the leads (Fig. 4(c)).  Part of the 
protection layer is patterned and RIE etched to expose 
part of the polysilicon pads for the electrical contact and 
part of the silicon substrate that will be etched later by 
KOH etchant to form the probe (Fig. 4(d)).  After that, a 
10nm Ti/ 90nm Cu seeding layer is deposited on the 
bonding pads by lift-off process followed by electroless 
4μm Ni/0.2μm Au plating (Fig. 4(e)).  At final, the 
silicon wafer is etched in a 30% KOH bath@70°C for 
about 5hrs to release the probe (Fig. 4(f)).  
 The fabrication of the SU-8 flexible ribbon including 
the flip-chip bonding process with the probe can be 
referred to Ref [12].  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 Fig. 5 shows an as-fabricated temperature probe. Fig. 
5(a) and (b) show the probe tip and the Cretan-labyrinth-
circular shape sensor, respectively.  Although the 
included angel of the probe tip has become 40° due to 
over-etching, it can still easily penetrate pig’s 
myocardium as shown in Fig. 5(c).  Fig. 5(d) shows an 
SU-8/Cu ribbon cable which is fabricated with 12 
interconnects, flip-chip bonded with the probe, and then 
released from a silicon wafer.  

While handling a biomedical device with the ribbon, 
the low stiffness in the spiral structure design in 
comparison with that in a straight line cable can not only 
increase an out-of-plane displacement but also play the 
role of a spring to ease the stress built on the assembly 
joint between the device and cable.  The stress release 
can effectively avoid possible bonding reliability issues 

during the device handling.  Fig. 6 shows the comparison 
between the experimental and ANSYS simulation about 
a 22cm long SU-8 flexible ribbon deformation under 
gravity load.  About the same vertical displacement 
(3.5cm) and deformation shape for a cable deformed 
under gravity indicate excellent simulation accuracy (Fig. 
6(a) & (b)).  Meanwhile, the simulation shows negligible 
von Mises stress (~0.22MPa) built in the bonding area 
for a 30cm vertical displacement at the outer end of 
82.4cm-long SU-8 spiral ribbon (Fig. 6(c) & (d)).   

Fig. 7 shows the resistance measurements of the 
temperature probe before and after bonding with the SU-
8/Cu cable for TCR characterization.  The resistance 
versus temperature measurement validates the linear 
relationship and shows less than 5% TCR variation 
resulted by the integration of flexible interconnects.  
Besides, by comparing the measured data with the 
derived linear regression line, it shows a sensing 

Figure 6: (a) Experiment and (b) ANSYS simulation of SU-8 
ribbon cable hang down under gravity force. ANSYS simulated 
(c) out-of-plane deformation shape and (d) von Mises stresses 
near the bonding area versus out-of-plane displacement. 

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Figure 5: SEM photographs of (a) the Si probe tip and (b) the 
circular temperature sensor and optical photos of (c) as-
fabricated Si probes inserted into a pig’s heart  and (d) the 
released probe integrated with a short SU-8 ribbon cable. 
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Figure 7: Relative resistance variation of the temperature 
sensor before and after bonded with ribbon cable. The 
resistances are measured from about 15°C to 70°C and then 
normalized with the resistance at 30°C (R0). The upper right 
inset shows the measured result from 20°C to 40°C and the 
lower right inset shows the sensing accuracy is ~0.9°C. 
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accuracy of ~0.9°C can be achieved in the range of 15 to 
70°C. 

Table 1 lists the comparison of the presented 
temperature with the previously developed one [14, 15].  
The temperature probe with the SU-8/Cu flexible cable 
has demonstrated superior characteristics for clinical 
heart temperature sensing applications in terms of low 
manufacture cost, multi-point sensing, and good 
accuracy and reliability. 
 
CONCLUSION 

A temperature probe with three polysilicon RTDs has 
been successfully developed to detect the heart 
temperatures at various depths of myocardium for the 
risk investigation of myocardial necrosis. A linear 
relationship between the resistance and the temperature 
of the polysilicon probe has been observed, characterized 
and utilized for the temperature measurement.  The 
measurement with less than 0.9°C deviation from the 
derived linear regression line can be achieved in the 
range of 15°C to 70°C.  In addition, the SU-8 flexible 
ribbon cable reveals the potential of clinical applications 
like microsurgical tools for electrically connecting the 
in-situ microdevices to outside instruments. 
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Table 1: Comparisons between previously developed temperature probes and this work. [4, 14, 15] 
 Ref. [4] Ref. [14] Ref. [15] This Work 

Sensing Mechanism Poly-Si RTD Pt RTD Au/Pd Thermocouple Poly-Si RTD 
Accuracy 0.3°C 1°C 2°C 0.9°C 

Interconnection Method Built-in Ribbon Cable Wire Bonding N/A SU-8/Cu Flexible Ribbon Cable
Buckling Load 0.012N N/A N/A 4N 

Numbers of sensing site Multiple Single Single Multiple 
Manufacture Technology Bulk μ-machining Surface μ-machining Bulk μ-machining Bulk μ-machining 
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